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    Learning Goals: 

 Students will be able to understand the requirements for writing an argument using multiple 

sources to support the claim. 

 Students will be able to define and use audience, purpose, precise claim, reason, evidence and 

counterclaim in reference to argument. 

 Students will be able to identify the characteristics of argument in three texts. 

 Students will be able to create a pro-con chart and will use cons to construct counterclaims. 

 Students will be able to use their graphic organizer as an outline to write an argument. 

 Students will be able to identify and effectively use methods of persuasion.  

 Students will be able to extract evidence for their reasons form three sources.  

 Students will be able to complete a timed write argument using their texts and outline.  

 Students will be able to format papers in MLA style. 

 

Activities: 10/2/17 – 10/6/17  

M: Comparison paragraph is due.  Last chance edit.  Highlight thesis, context, embedded, analysis.  Write 

in a Work Cited. FSA Argument or informative practice. 

 HW:  Bring Performance Assessment workbook 

T:   Are smart phones making us stupid? Introduce claims and wording of a claim. Introduce t-chart. 

Brainstorm as a class. Introduce how to persuade techniques and create an example for this prompt for 

each. 

 HW:  Finish examples of persuasive techniques. 

W:  Discuss answers and add to notes. Introduce language of counterclaims and refutation sheet. Split 

class – half yes and half no.  Practice addressing counterclaims and refuting in partner debates.  Must use 

the language of counterclaims. Write three counterclaim addresses and refutation sentences. 

 HW:  Finish for HW. 

TH:  Create your claim and write at top.  Read pro – con on smart phones in Upfront magazine.   

Mark a check next to parts that support your claim and mark x next to parts that oppose your claim. Meet 

back and discuss.  

HW:  Create a new claim and t-chart combining your ideas and the ideas from the articles. 

F:  Create a thesis and map  using their claim and t-chart. Demonstrate how to make counterclaim 

transitions. Use the generic outline or graphic organizer.  Refer to model transitions and paragraph.  



HW: Finish outline if necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


